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Abstract-In proposed framework, the hand gesture 

recognition system based interface comprises of three modules as 

detection, tracking and recognition module. In this paper, 

continuous motions of clients are utilized as contribution to 

associate. Firstly, framework identifies for presence of hand and 

after that track for key focuses. In acknowledgment module, 

ongoing signal of client perceives by framework and regarded 

activity gets performed. This framework will utilize Indian Sign 

Language (ISL) for gesture acknowledgment. Recognized module 

will utilize format coordinating strategy to coordinate between 

constant motion and static ISL motion utilized for specific 

activity. The task of hand gesture recognition is highly 

challenging due to complex background presence of non-gesture 

hand motions, and various illumination environments. The 

proposed techniques begin by detecting the hand, tracking the 

hands movements and analysing the variations in the hand 

locations and finally recognizing the appropriate gesture. The 

introduction of new gesture recognition technologies, hand-

gesture devices have been rapidly emerging for example 

interactive TV. 

 

KEYWORDS: Indian sign Language (ISL),Human Computer 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Hand flag a formation is an uncommonly troublesome 
subject for honest to goodness applications in light of its 
necessities on the power, accuracy and profitability. This paper 
delineates a structure that enables a customer to perform PC 
operations using hand movement with a direct web camera as 
information device. This structure incorporates four stages in 
picture pre-get ready, motion acknowledgment, include 
extraction and characterization. In the key stage, the data 
picture is gotten with the help of a camera. In the second stage, 
the skin shade of hand range is perceived using HSV shading 
space and morphological operations, for instance, deterioration 
and development are performed to remove bustle took after by 

smoothing of hand picture. In Feature extraction arrange, states 
of hand picture are recognized.[4] [5] 

There is step by step method for hand gesture recognition 
which is discussed below. 

 

Method Of Hand Recognition: 

 
 Image Pre-Processing 

 Gesture Recognition 

 Feature Extraction 

 Classification 

 

 

1.  IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING 
 

Picture pre-processing is the term for operations on pictures 
at the most negligible level of consultation. These operations 
don't fabricate picture information content yet they decrease it 
if entropy is an information measure. The point of pre-
processing is a change of the picture information that stifles 
undesired twists or upgrades some picture highlights 
significant for further handling and examination undertaking. 
Picture pre-processing utilize the excess in pictures. 
Neighboring pixels identifying with one honest to goodness 
thing have the same or near brightness regard. If a twisted 
pixel can be chosen from the photo, it can be reestablished as a 
typical advantage of neighboring pixels. Picture pre-processing 
techniques can be arranged into classifications as indicated by 
the span of the pixel neighborhood that is utilized for the count 
of new pixel brilliance. [5][8] 

 

Pre-Processing Module 
It takes the photo from the web cam get to module and 
structures it. In this improvement, the pixels of customer's 
hand are expelled from the data picture and changed over into 
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HSV picture and after that into low picture. To purge 
confusion, morphological operations, for example, separating 
and development and smoothing are performed. Firstly picture 
isolating is connected, which trims down the photo region 
where the hand is surely not present. The second stage is to 
apply picture expansion which adequately develops the range 
picture pixels that have not been disintegrated. The limits in 
OpenCV for separate and develop are cvErode() and cvDilate() 
solely. cvSmooth() limit is utilized for smoothing. The 
Gaussian smooth walk is used to oust noise in the photograph 
and leave just the essential shape. In Thresholding, we settle 
on an extraordinary choice about the pixels in a photograph by 
dismissing those pixels underneath or over a couple respect 
while keeping the others. The OpenCV work cv Threshold() is 
utilized for thresholding. This development yields twofold 
picture, in which just the pixels having a place with hand have 
respect 1 and the other have respect 0. By tapping on start 
handle get in GUI, the hand motion planning starts. By tapping 
on stop get in GUI, customer can stop the taking care of. 
Taking after figure shows hand picture procured at 
preprocessing stage. [2] 

 

 
Fig. 1. (a): Original Image, (b): Gray Image, (c): Image after morphological 

operations, (d): Smooth Image, (e): Threshold Image 

2.  Gesture Recognition 

Gesture recognition can be well understood by the process 
segmentation. Segmentation is a process of dividing the input 
image by boundaries. The aim of the segmentation is to make 
the image simpler so it is easy to analyze. The input image for 
the segmentation may be divided into two parts. The one is 
dynamic gesture and the other is static gesture. The dynamic 
gesture needs to get located first and then tracked i.e. 
segmented whereas the static gesture has to segment directly. 
Static gesture is also known as posture. 

In the hand gesture recognition the hand should be located 
firstly. The segmentation of hand gesture mainly depends on 
the color of the skin as it is easy to scale, easy to translation 
and easy to rotation change. Basically there are two model of 
hand. Skin pixel and non-skin pixel and there are some 
methods like parametric and non-parametric method for them. 
Gaussian Model (GM) and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) 
are parametric method and some Histogram based techniques 
are non-parametric. [3] 

 

In segmentation the problem of illusion and blurred 
segmentation is always there. There is a method through which 
some researchers have overcome it. This problem can be 
overcome by using data glove which provides exact 
information of the color of skin, orientation of fingers and 
palm, center of gravity of hand. It has made the task easier. For 
the good segmentation we can use infrared camera but that is 
quite expensive for us. Fig. 1 shows the segmented image of a 
hand. [5] 

 

Fig. 2. : The image after the segmentation of a hand 

There are many different algorithm used to do 
segmentation. Segmentation is done through using the 
MATLAB and there are many ways to do it. Some of them are 
threshold method such as Otsu’s method, color based 
segmentation: k-means clustering, transform methods: 
Watershed segment, Texture Methods: texture filters. For 
additional in points of interest in watershed segmentation it 
read in the shading picture and change over it to grayscale, 
then it utilize the magnitude as the division work, after that it 
check the fore ground area protest and figure the watershed 
change of the segmentation work lastly we can imagine the 
result.[ 3][5][6] 

 

3. Feature Extraction: 

After the division of hand model it has been seen that shape 
is the basic visual component of the hand. The ideal 
component extraction is completely in view of the great 
division. Highlight extraction implies highlight vector of 
divided picture which can be separated in various methods for 
application. Analyst characterization of highlight extraction 
and a few procedures depend on form and area based shape 
representation. There is doubtlessly selecting the great 
component to perceive to hand motion way, assumes a 
noteworthy part in framework execution. There are three 
essential components: area, introduction and speed. [1][5] 

 
Close by acknowledgment framework, shape form has 

given more need than area so; shape based strategies are 
generally utilized. Be that as it may, for complex sign as in 
ISL, district base strategies are more appropriate. Along these 
lines, while picking highlights extraction, it must be taken 
consideration that it ought to be invariant to interpretation, 
pivot and scale. As SL contains an expansive number of 
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vocabulary so utilizing one and only sort of system is not 
adequate. Other than form and locale we can use fingertips 
position, palm focus made parameters as an element vector. In 
this we utilize Self Growing and Self-Organized neural Gas 
(SGONG) neural calculation to catch the state of the hand. In 
highlight extraction three components are separated; palm 
locale, palm focus, and hand slant. Moreover the point of 
convergence of gravity (COG) of the segmented hand and the 
partition from the COG to most remote point in the fingers and 
think one parallel sign to evaluate the amount of fingers in the 
hand locale. Detaching the area picture into different pieces 
measure and the each square address the magnificence 
estimation in the photo. Numerous examinations were 
connected to choose the rights piece measure that can 
accomplish great acknowledgment rate. Utilizing Gaussian 
calculation to remove geometric focal minute as nearby and 
worldwide components. Fig 2 shows the feature extraction of 
the sign languages.[6] 

 

The module removes highlight from hand picture for signal 
acknowledgment and extricated elements will be food as info 
for acknowledgment process. The state of the form is an vital 
property that can be utilized to recognize hand motions. Form 
of hand picture are extricated as highlight. These shapes are 
put away as form layouts which will be utilized for motion 
acknowledgment. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. : feature extraction gesture (Indian sign Language) 

 

4. Classification: 

The last stride in our framework is characterization. In this 
stage the detached and nonstop motion way is perceived 
through HMM (concealed Markov model). We have discussed 
HMM later on. A classifier and acknowledgment technique 
assumes essential part in any motion acknowledgment 
framework. After it the second step is example 
acknowledgment and machine learning field. The example 
acknowledgment is characterized into two techniques, either 
managed or unsupervised grouping. Different managed 
characterization strategies are there, for example, 

neighborhood arrangement with Euclidean separation, Bay's 
classifier, neural system and straight relapse model. [5] For 
unsupervised characterization techniques the calculations we 
utilize are: bunching strategies: K-mean, Fuzzy K-mean, least 
spreading over tree, single connection, Mutual Neighborhood, 
Mixer Decomposition. 

 

For communication through signing grouping the decision 
of managed characterization is great. Additionally close by 
signal acknowledgment, Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is 
exceptionally helpful. After the order as we realize that 
preparation and testing the framework is vital part of 
examination work. So close by development acknowledgment 
there are numerous mistakes that is should have generally 
plausible. So there are numerous mistake estimation 
techniques accessible, for example, redistribution strategy, 
Holdout technique and forget one technique.[10] 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. :   A brief flow Diagram of working of hand gesture 

 

 

5. Hidden Markov Model 

A shrouded Markov model is an accumulation of limited 
states associated by moves. Every state has two probabilities a 
move likelihood and either a discrete yield likelihood 
dissemination or persistent yield likelihood density capacity. 
There are likewise a few sorts of markov model for ex.: first 
request markov model, discrete shrouded markov model, 
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nonstop markov model and semi-Continuous HMM. For 
improvement of the procedure let as have some presumption 
firstly, another state is entered construct just with respect to the 
present state and second is yield autonomous supposition: in it 
the yield likelihood dispersion capacity depends just on the 
state at the specific time paying little heed to when and how 
the state is entered.[1][9] 

 

The motions which are required must be characterized 
ahead of time. For instance on the off chance that we are 
utilizing a communication via gestures, the vocabulary should 
be characterized. Portray every single motion as far as HMM. 
The structures of the move capacity yield likelihood thickness 
capacity are assessed in this progression. Preprocessing the 
information includes transient fourier change and vector 
quantization. Here the information is gathered and signal is 
characterized through preparing information. Hence this 
information should be spoken to in a brief structure. At that 
point the estimation procedure is utilized utilizing some 
calculation for ex. Bacum-Welch calculation. This calculation 
is utilized to locate the obscure parameters of Hidden Markov 
Model. After this the unravel and acknowledgment of signal is 
done utilizing calculation VIterbi calculation (say). This 
calculation is utilized to locate the no doubt succession of the 
HMM. It is all the more entirely helpful for utilizing this 
calculation for the yield. [1][6] 

 

The point of the code was to utilize hand motion from the 
client input and perceive and show the quality and in addition 
the signal. Here we have utilized the Hidden Markov Model to 
prepare the information. The information is recorded utilizing 
a camcorder and is shown alongside the outcome. At the point 
when the client inputs a hand motion showing say, one the 
comparing number and the pre-handled is shown. This 
demonstrates the signal has been perused effectively and 
shown. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. : Gesture analysis and recognition 

II. FUTURE SCOPE 

 
The hand gesture recognition system can be utilized further 

to control the operation of other applications like Explorer, 
Media Player and so on. Through hand gesture our main aim 
should be to make a battery free innovation that empowers the 
operation of cell phones with hand signals. Also hand gesture 
will be a bane for Indian sign language as through it many 
devices could be controlled easily. In the future hand gesture 
recognition technology will more in the trend. Various devices 
like TV, smartphones, PlayStations also hand gesture vehicle 
will be common in the future. 

III. CONCLUSION: 

In this paper we discussed various methods of gesture 
recognition like image preprocessing, segmentation, feature 
extraction. Also we discussed various algorithms like Hidden 
Markov Model. The selection of specific algorithms for 
recognition depends upon the kind of application needed. We 
have proposed the real time method for hand recognition with 
using MATLAB and video camera input. Our technique works 
at different degree of background and our success rate is 90%. 
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